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Six and Seven Yean
Watch out for easily broken toys, for poor paint, lead, sticks, tin
and mechanical toys. In addition to the play materials listed for five-
year-olds,, children of six years of age enjoy books of familiar and
unfamiliar experiences. Whimsy and humor may be used cautiously.
Simply told stories that the child may "read" may help him to learn
what is the reading process. They also like pictures to put on the
walls. Occasionally children can learn to use sturdy toys driven by
wound springs or electricity. These are still chiefly for adult pleas-
ure, however. Equipment for store and other occupations and simple
puppet equipment are also enjoyed.
Excursions to stores, fire stations, factories, train stations, lakes, hills,
tunnels, bridges, and other rather unfamiliar spots are now needed.
Supervision of much of the paint, clay, etc., can be relaxed, but still
is needed at intervals.
Singing, telling stories, and telling of daily happenings are now very
enjoyable.
Children seven years old occasionally can learn to use sturdy toys
driven by wound springs or electricity. These are still chiefly for
adult pleasure, however. They enjoy: equipment for store and other
occupations; simple puppet equipment; sewing, large size; simple games
with cards, counting units, and chips, as flinch, old maid, slap, parchesi,
dominoes, tiddledy-winks.
At this time, materials used earlier are still attractive but are not
used so frequently. Structures are built to be used for more than one
period, and activities may last as long as a week.
Eight to Eleven Years
Children of these ages enjoy a large variety of play material: balls,
rope; blocks; heavy boxes; climbing ladders; swings; see-saw; tricycles,
wagons, bicycles if safe in traffic; trapezes; sand or gravel pit; planks;
scissors; crayons; paint; clay; paper; paste dolls — clothes, house, car-
riage, furniture; bean bags; tables and chairs; cupboards, shelves, boxes,
for toys; sturdy wooden containers for sets of material; books; pictures
to put on the walls; more complex puzzles; pets; materials to build
more complex structures, as blocks that can be joined by pegs, rods,
etc., and Lincoln logs; children can leam to use sturdy toys driven
by wound springs or electricity; equipment for store and other occu-
pations;, simple puppet equipment; sewing; games with cards, counting
units, and chips as flinch, old maid, slap, parchesi, dominoes, tiddledy-
winks; more complex games as cribbage, card playing in various forms,
jackstraws; good game outfits, as tennis, baseball, rowing, swimming
suits, skates, and bicycles; good equipment for music, sewing, tap
dancing, carpentry, art work, stamp collecting, and other individual

